
EQUIPMENT

There are 4 primary slots for the player to equip gems.

When equipped, gems give the player new characteristics, 
powerful attacks, etc.

Each slot correspond to one of the four basic trick input.

More, secondary, slots can be unlocked by upgrading the 
board.

UP Tilt/Y

RIGHT Tilt/B

LEFT Tilt/X

DOWN Tilt/A



EQUIPMENT

Each gem, depending on its level, 
have a set of characteristics:

The active effect(s) describe the attack 
launched when performing a trick.
The number of active effects is linked to the 
combo system.

The passive effect(s) describe the permanent 
characteristics modifiers.

The bonus effect(s) describe the attack modifier 
when equipped in a secondary slot.
While mentioned in this document, it won’t be 
used in the vertical slice.

Active effects

Bonus effects

Passive effects

An active effect can be:
-Deal 100 points of damage 5 metres around you upon landing. 
Destroy breakable rocks.
-Deal 20 points of damage.
-...

A passive effect can be:
-Jump height +5 
-Speed -5, attack +10
-...

A bonus effect can be:
-The attack deals 1.5x more damage
-The attack now stunts
-...



COMBO
A combo is a quick succession of one or multiple trick inputs. For a combo to start, the first trick must hit the creature. If the trick hits, 
there is a time window for the next trick to be used in order to be considered a combo.
The example given in this document are combos of only 2 inputs, for the vertical slice, but in the final game we can imagine combos of 4, 5, 
or even 6 successive inputs, based on exactly the same system. The first active effect describe the attack if the trick is performed in the first 
input of the combo, the second active effect describe the attack if the trick is performed in the second input of the combo, the third active 
effect for the third input, etc. During the combo, each trick is performed one after the other, with increasing feedbacks, and new animations 
depending on the precedent trick (not for the vertical slice).
The second, third etc. effects are only selected if the trick is used during the limited time window after the precedent trick.
Let’s say that we have these two gems, with the following active effects (these are examples and does not reflect the final attacks):

Then here are the damage and effects of each combo, depending on the inputs:

50 25

First: Deal 50 points of damage First: Deal 25 points of damage

Second: Deal 100 points of damage and 
add a bleeding marker on the enemy

Second: Deal 80 points of damage and 
add a stunt marker on the enemy

A

AA BAA

B

B AB BB
150 + bleed marker 130 + stunt marker 125 + bleed marker 105 + stunt marker



COMBO
There is a stale property on combos, meaning that each time a specific combo is used during the same jump it gets weaker and weaker. 
It works by creating an empty list at the beginning of the jump, and placing the last used combo in it. The modifier applied to the attack 
depend on the number of times the specific combo appears in the list. The size of the list depends on the level of the board, the higher 
the level, the longer the list (as the player progress through the game, they’ll need to diversify their combo game).
The list function on the First In, First Out model.

Let’s say that in the vertical slice the stale list has a length of 3. Here what could be the modifiers depending on the number of times the 
combo is present in the list:

It’s worth noting that in a combo, the number, type and order of inputs are all significative, meaning that

are all considered to be different combos.

A B AA AB

0

x1

1

x0.9

2

x0.75

3

x0.5

Occurrence

Modifier



COMBO
As an exemple let’s say the player does the following combos, in this order.

Here’s how the stale list would behave:

A
1 2 3 4 5
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